
Chapter 13 Study Guide 

Section  1 

771 
1.  Know the meanings of these words:  transformation, image, isometry, translation (slide), 

preimage (original), slide arrow (vector), slide line 
772  

1.  What does a translation preserve? 
2. What is the definition of translation?  
3. Do the “Now Try This” 13-1 

773 
1. Do example 13-1 on dot paper.  (Dot paper can be downloaded from the internet). 

774 
1.  Study the translation at the top of this page and the definition of translation, then work 

Example 13-2 on this page.   Graph paper may be downloaded from the internet.   
776 

1. Know these words:  rotation, turn center, turn angle, turn arrow.  
2. Use tracing paper to do the rotation shown on this page. 
3. Do the “Now Try This 13-3” 

777 
1. Do example 13-3 
2. What is an identity transformation? 
3. What is a half-turn? 

778 
1.  What is meant by turn symmetry? 

779 
1. What is true about the slopes of perpendicular lines? 

780 
1. Be able to work example 13-4 

 
Reasonable problems to work:  p. 780  Assessment 13-1 A # 2, 4,6,11,14,15,20, 23, 24,25  p. 786 - #10 
and the last problem on this page. 
 
Section 2 
788 

1. Be familiar with the following terms:  mirror image, reflecting line, reflection. 
789 

1. Practice doing a reflection using tracing paper as is shown at the top of this page. 
2. Do “Now Try This 13-5” 
3. Do example 13-5.  You may look at the video about this example in the Multimedia Text. 

790 
1. Do example 13-6.  There is also a video by this example in the multimedia text. 

791 
1.  Look at the schoolbook page and try to do the problems on it. 

792 
1. Do the “Now Try this 13-7” 
2. What is a line of symmetry? 



3. What is an angle of incidence? 
793 

1.  What is an angle of reflection? 
2. What is Fermat’s principle? 

794 
1. What is a glide reflection? 
2. What is the definition of congruent geometric figures using isometries? 

795 
1. Do example 13-7 

 
Reasonable problems to work:  pg. 795 #1,2,4,7, 8a, 8b, pg. 796 #12, 14-17,   pg. 799 #8, p. 800 do the 
NAEP questions 
 
Section 3 
801 

1.  What is a dilation? 
2. Study Theorem 13-2 

802 
1. Do the construction at the top of the page. 

803 
1. Study theorem 13-3 
2. Do example 13-9 

804 
1. Do example 13-10 
2. Can a dilation have a negative scale factor? 

805 
1.  What is the definition of similar polygons when using isometries? 
2. What is a perspective drawing? 

806 
1. Work through example 13-11 

 
Reasonable problems to work:  pg. 807 # 1,2, 4-8,  pg. 808 # 9, 11, pg. 809 Mathematical connections 
1,3,5, 6,8,9 
 
Section 5 
811 

1. What is a tessalation? 
2. What is a regular tessalation? 

812 
1.  Do the work on the schoolbook page at the bottom of this page. 

813 
1.  What is a semiregular tessalation? 

816 
1. Study the schoolbook page on this page.   

817 
1.  Do the schoolbook page on this page. 

Reasonable problems to work:  pg. 818    #8, 1,2,  pg. 820 #5 
 



 
 


